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processing, which has to extract the information relevant to perform a suitable reactionby man or machine. Due to both non perfect segmentation and ambiguous knowledgethis requires the processing of many competing intermediate results, which is consideredas a main reason for the fact that symbolic processing usually cannot meet real timerestrictions imposed by many applications.Parallel processing o�ers the desired speed, and a variety of algorithms for problemsfrom data-driven processing have been developed, especially in image processing [8]. Incontrast, parallel symbolic processing is much less investigated, although some majorproblems of the �eld, like e.g. parallel search techniques [9] or parallel knowledge repre-sentation [3], are discussed in the literature.In this paper we describe a control algorithm for semantic network based patternunderstanding and its use in a speech understanding system. The algorithm focusseson the achievement of any-time behaviour by both parallel knowledge processing andparallel iterative optimization. Section 2 briey describes the network formalism andintroduces an example which is used throughout the remainder of the paper. Section3 gives the main idea of the control algorithm and Section 4 discusses the developmentof parallel inferences in the sematic network that allow both a fast computation of thedesired symbolic description and the e�cient restriction of large search spaces. Finally,Section 5 reports �rst results, and Section 6 gives a conclusion and an outline of furtherwork.2 Knowledge RepresentationA semantic network is a directed, labeled graph consisting of nodes (called concepts) forthe representation of facts or objects and links that provide relations between concepts.In our formalism, which is discussed in detail in [6], a concept may have an arbitrarynumber of attributes and structural relations for the de�nition of its (physical) propertiesand their dependencies.Concepts may be related to another by three di�erent types of links. Whereas part linksfor the decomposition of a concept into simple constituents can be found in most semanticnetwork systems, concrete links are introduced to allow the representation of di�erentlevels of abstraction that must be considered in pattern analysis. Finally, specializationlinks which are also common to most semantic networks, are used to establish inheritanceof attributes, relations, and links from general concepts to more special ones.In order to increase the e�ciency of knowledge representation, a concept is allowed torepresent several variants of an object or a conception. For that purpose, part and concretelinks may be marked obligatory or optional and may be grouped in sets of modalities,each modality providing a valid description of a concept. Note, that by this means lessconcepts are neccessary, and therefore the size of the knowledge base is kept moderate,but ambiguities are introduced that have to be resolved during analysis.Figure 1 gives an example from the knowledge base of the speech understanding systemEvar [7]: On the morpho{syntactical level, a complex syntactic constituent, the noun
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H_WHYPFigure 1: An excerpt from the linguistic knowledge base of the speech understandingsystem Evar [7].group (SY NG), is decomposed into syntactic classes, like e.g. article (SY DET), adjective(SY ADJ), noun (SY NOMEN), and proper noun (SY NPR). As indicated by the dashedboxes, a noun group may consist either of a proper noun on its own (�rst modality ofSY NG, like e.g. \Erlangen") or may be build up from an article, an adjective and anoun (second modality, like e.g \the next train"). Since article and/or adjective could beomitted in an utterance these parts are marked optional in the latter. Via a concrete linkeach of those concepts is linked to a concept H WHYP which serves as an interface tointial segmentation, i.e. word recognition.The utilization of knowledge for the computation of instances and modi�ed conceptsis de�ned by six inference rules [6]. Instances establish a correspondence between someportion of the signal and the related concepts. The computation of an instance (e.g. forSY PNG) is strictly data{driven and demands the existence of instances for at least allobligatory parts (e.g. SY PRAEP, SY NG) and concretes. In contrast, the computation ofmodi�ed concepts for the use of restrictions from intermediate results may also be modell{driven, i.e. values for SY NG may be restricted, if a modi�ed concept for SY PNG alreadyexists.3 An iterative control algorithmIn Section 1 the computation of a symbolic description that allows the optimal ful�lmentof a given task was de�ned as the objective of knowledge based processing. If the goalsof analysis are represented by competing goal concepts Cgi; 1 � i � �, in the semanticnetwork formalism described above, the desired description can be obtained from aninstance I(Cgi).Assuming the availability of a heuristic judgement function G for the scoring of in-stances as a prerequisite, instantiation of the goal concepts results in a judgement vectorg = (G(I(Cg1)); : : : ; G(I(Cgi)); : : : ; G(I(Cg�))); (1)where I(Cgi) is the instance computed for the i-th goal concept. An optimal descriptionis provided by an instance with a maximal judgement G(I(Cgi)), and it is the purpose of



a control algorithm to provide an e�cient solution to this optimization problem. Utilizingthe fact that instantiation of concepts only depends on� the assignment (Ai; Oj (i)), i = 1; : : : ; �, of segmentation resultsOj to some attributesAi of primitive concepts, and� the choice (Ck;Hl(k)), k = 1; : : : ; �, of a modality Hl for each instance of a conceptCk that enables multiple de�nitions of an object,the computation of a best scored instance may be solved by combinatorial optimization.For that purpose, the current state of analysis is summarized in a (� + �){dimensionalstate vectorr = ((Ai; Oj (i)); (Ck;Hl(k))) (2)and the result of instantiation is rewritten as a functiong(r) = (G(I(Cg1)); : : : ; G(I(Cgi)); : : : ; G(I(Cg�))jr); (3)of the state vector r.For the reliable computation of a best scored instance from the judgement vector inEquation (3) a cost function �(r) is introduced. The distance�(r) = mini f(ei � g(r)=jjg(r)jj)2g (4)from an ideal decision function ei is an appropriate choice, provided that a perfect seg-mentation and the choice of the \correct" state of analysis support the instantiation of asingle goal concept. For example consider the decision functions ei de�ned byei = ( 1 if Cgi provides the desired symbolic description0 else. : (5)For the minimization of �, iterative optimization procedures, like e.g. threshold acceptanceand the great deluge algorithm [2], or genetic algorithms [5], are applied. Figure 2 givesan outline of a genetic algorithm for optimal instantiation, since in a comparative study[4] this algorithm results in the best speed of convergence.Parallel iterative optimization is provided by a simultaneous evaluation of state vec-tors, or | in case of genetic algorithms | subsets of state vectors. To prevent a singlesearch from convergence in a local minimum, processors may exchange results accordingto di�erent strategies; see [1]. Since communication is expensive in our computing envi-ronment we employ a simultaneous independent search, i.e. do no state exchange untilthe �rst processors has �nished its search.The use of iterative optimization results in the desired any-time{behaviour, since acoarse solution is obtained, if less computing time is available, and a re�ned result iscomputed, if more iterations can be performed. However, according to Equation (3) theevaluation of a state vector r requires the computation of instances for the goal conceptsin each iteration. Since a decrease in computing time for each iteration will result ina better any-time{behaviour, in the next section parallel processing is applied to thesemantic network operations neccessary for the computation of instances.



create a set of state vectors Rc := frc;1; : : : ; rc;pgFOR ALL rc;i 2 Rccompute g(rc;i) and �c;i = �(rc;i) according to Equation (3) and (4).WHILE computing time is still availableinitialize a new set Rn := ;create a temporary set Rt := frt;1; : : : ; rt;pg by application ofselection, crossover and mutation to elements from RcFOR ALL rt;i 2 Rtcompute g(rt;i) and �t;i = �(rt;i) according to Equation (3) and(4).select the p best states from Rc [ Rt and put them into Rnlet Rc := Rn and report the best scored instance obtained from thestate vector rc;best with lowest cost as the solutionFigure 2: A genetic algorithm for optimal instantiation.4 Parallel Knowledge ProcessingParallel semantic network systems usually make use of an isomorphic mapping of conceptsof the knowledge base on the processors of a parallel hardware [3], which is appropriate ifconcepts are simple. To prevent concepts with a large number of attributes and relationsfrom being a bottleneck in parallel instantiation, in our approach to parallel knowledgeprocessing a network of concepts is automatically converted into a �ne grained task graph.This is achieved by a two{stage process which �rst computes the number of (obligatory andoptional) instances needed for the instantiation of goal concepts by a top{down expansionof the knowledge base, see Figure 3 for an example from the network in Figure 1.The expanded network is then re�ned into a directed, acyclic graph D = (V;E), whereeach node vi 2 V represents the computation of an attribute, a relation, or the judgementof an instance. The creation of links requires the examination of dependencies betweenthe procedures attached to the concepts. If node vi is an argument to the procedure thatcomputes a value for node vj, a directed link eij = (vi; vj) 2 E is provided to express thatcomputation of node vi has to be �nished before the computation of vj may start.For the computation of instances, nodes of the task graph are executed in parallelfrom bottom to top of the graph, starting with the attributes that provide an interfaceto segmentation results, and �nishing with the judgement of goal concepts. Thus, instan-tiation is strictly data{driven, which is appropriate, if both results from segmentationand knowledge are quite unambiguous. However, in order to restrict the search space foriterative optimization, the combination with a modell{driven propagation of constraintsfrom intermediate results is useful.The construction of the task graph strongly supports the propagation of constraints,since it allows to use restrictions from all levels of knowledge both once before and during
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correct pragmatic intentions [%]n p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 4 p = 51 72.4 74.6 78.6 80.6 81.85 73.1 78.7 81.3 82.7 83.310 73.8 79.8 81.6 83.4 84.225 76.5 81.4 83.2 83.6 84.550 78.8 83.5 84.8 85.8 86.0Figure 4: Percentage of correctly analyzed pragmatic intentions for n iterations and si-multaneous independent search using p = 1; : : : ; 5 processors.of modi�ed concepts yields a task graph of approx. 11.000 nodes that have to be computedin each iteration of the algorithm.In a �rst series of experiments we used 134 typical user requests in a natural languageinput mode, which, however, does not mean to exclude the assignments (Aj; Oi) from(word) hypotheses to initial nodes of the task graph from optimization. For example, theutterance \Ich m�ochte von Erlangen nach Heidelberg fahren." (\I want to go from Erlan-gen to Heidelberg") contains two proper nouns which may be assigned to (H WHYP)2 inFigure 3. Since in natural language input mode no acoustic score of a (partial) interpre-tation is provided, we use the number of frames of the word chain with longest durationfor the judgement of instances. A new state of analysis is accepted, whenever the numberof covered frames is increased.A pragmatic intention is a concept of the task domain that de�nes a conception the sys-tem is able to talk about. Figure 4 reports the percentage of correctly classi�ed pragmaticintentions with respect to both the number of iterations n and the number of processorsp for parallel iterative optimization. Any-time characteristics are shown by the increasingpercentage of correctly classi�ed concepts with an increasing number of iterations. Themost important pragmatic intention, i.e. the destination place, is correctly classi�ed in 85percent within n = 5 iterations (p = 1), and therefore the system should be able to start aclari�cation query about the missing intentions, like e.g. departure time. For p = 2; : : : ; 5the bene�ts of parallel processing for an improvement of results becomes evident, but amore e�cient parallel search has to be subject of further work.6 ConclusionIn this paper a parallel control algorithm for semantic network based pattern understand-ing was applied to a speech understanding system.Future work will concentrate on the achievement of dialog capabilities, and on thefurther improvement of iterative optimization by a dialog guided initialization of thesearch space. For the further improvement of real{time behaviour, incremental processing
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